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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT. FOREST LANDS OF WILE SMALL VILLAGE SUNSET

MELLOW DRAMA CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The sun is

setting over the horizon of the small village. Granny looks

worried and suddenly a silhouette of Tyrell and Shaggy

APPEARS in front of the setting sun.

Shaggy FLAPS down to the ground in the middle of the

village. Tyrell FLOATS down to the ground and lands to the

ground and his boots stop GLOWING.

Nancy, Zina, Uncle Lou and Mushy slide off of Shaggy. Granny

runs over to Nancy and Tyrell and hugs both of them with

relief.

GRANNY

(smiles)

I am so glad that all of you are

alright. And you came back home

safely.

NANCY

(smiles)

We are glad that we are safe too.

UNCLE LOU

(mad)

The next time the kids go out to

save 1 of their own, you go with

them.

Granny grabs Nancy’s broomstick and swings it down onto

Uncle Lou hitting him, causing him to get ELECTROCUTED by

the pewels on her broomstick.

GRANNY

(mad at Uncle Lou)

You stop this grouchy behavior of

yours, you got me.

Granny continues to hit Uncle Lou with Nancy’s broomstick.

UNCLE LOU

(being shocked)

OK...AAHHH...MOM...AAHHH...Just...AHHH

STOP ...AHHH...HITTING ME that.

(CONTINUED)
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Granny stops hitting Uncle Lou with Nancy’s broomstick.

SMOKE comes out from Uncle Lou’s body from being hit by the

broomstick. He collapse to the ground and Shaggy SNIFFS him.

CUT TO

INT. TYRELL’S AND NANCY’S HUT

MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Granny places 3

cups of hot chocolate onto the table with Tyrell, Nancy and

Zina sitting at the table. Uncle Lou is laying down on the

couch from the hits from Nancy’s broomstick.

NANCY

Sorry about that Uncle Lou.

UNCLE LOU

Next time, please remove your

pewels off of the broomstick.

Tyrell and Zina sip their hot chocolates, and place their

cups back onto the table.

GRANNY

At least you kids are alright. With

the Huntscontina continuing to

attack inicent animals around the

world, there is no hope for peace.

TYRELL

There is 1 thing we can do...Find

Panbeo.

Granny, Nancy and Zina are surprise. Uncle Lou rolls off of

the couch and fall to the floor.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 1

FADE IN

MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Granny, Nancy and

Zina are surprise of what Tyrell said. Uncle Lou gets up

from the floor and rubs his eye in confusion.

UNCLE LOU

(confused)

Ah what’s going on?

(CONTINUED)
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GRANNY

Your nephew has an idea to find

Panbeo.

UNCLE LOU

That’s what we are doing?

ZINA

It looks that way.

TYRELL

(serious)

It’s an idea that will help us end

this Huntscontina madness.

Granny has a serious look on her face and walks out of the

living room and into her bedroom. She comes back into the

living room with a book in her hand.

ZINA

What do have there?

GRANNY

This is the Book of Panbeo. This

will tell you the story of the one

who created Wile, our home, and the

animals.

Granny sits down onto the couch. Nancy and Tyrell sit down

onto the couch, with Tyrell sitting on Granny’s left side

and Nancy on Granny’s right side. Zina sits down on top of

Uncle Lou.

UNCLE LOU

So our great creator came from a

book? How lame.

Granny kicks at Uncle Lou’s leg while he is laying on the

floor.

UNCLE LOU

Ouch.

GRANNY

(smiles)

This book will tell you the story

about how everything began.

Granny opens the book and starts to read it.

GRANNY

(reading the book of Panbeo)

In the begining there was nothing,

just a black emptyness of space.

(CONTINUED)
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FADE TO

EXT. OUTER SPACE 10 MILLION YEARS AGO

MELLOW FANTASY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 10 million

years ago, a black empty void is covering the depths of

space.

GRANNY (V.O)

(reading the book of Panbeo)

And just then, a powerful blast of

light shines in the empty void, and

light up the emptyness of space.

A FLASH OF LIGHT comes out from the blackness of space, and

star APPEAR TWINKLING in the space.

Suddenly a small dot in the middle of space GROWS BIGGER and

BIGGER and SHINES in a BRIGHT WHITE LIGHT.

GRANNY (V.O)

(reading the book of Panbeo)

A small dot of light in the middle

of space starts to grow bigger and

bigger, and eventually grows into a

planet.

The big ball of light TRANSFORMS into the planet of Wile.

GRANNY (V.O)

(reading the book of Panbeo)

That planet is known as the planet

of Panbeo.

FADE TO

EXT. HUNTSCONTINIAN WARSHIP SHIPYARDS OF THE FOREST LANDS

(PRESENT DAYS)

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Meanwhile at the

shipyards of the Forest Lands, some SHIP MECHANICS are

fixing the hole on the front deck of the Huntscontinan

warship.

Tori walks onto the front deck and up to the ship mechanics.

Tori has a serious look on her face while approaching the

ship mechanics.

TORI ROLAND

(serious)

Is the hole fixed yet?

(CONTINUED)
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SHIP MECHANIC

Not yet ma’am and we haven’t even

started .

TORI ROLAND

(commands)

Well get a move on it. We have to

continue our search for Panbeo.

Tori walks off of the front deck and downstairs.

CUT TO

INT. HUNTSCONTINAN HUNTSMEN BEDROOM

In the huntsmen bedroom some of the Huntscontinan Huntsmen

are sitting on their bunk beds, while some of them are

sitting up at the table in the middle of the bedroom.

HUNTSCONTINAN HUNTSMEN 1

I can’t believe that girl.

HUNTSCONTINAN HUNTSMEN 2

I know, we are taking orders from a

teenager, what’s next taking orders

from a toddler.

HUNTSCONTINAN HUNTSMEN 3

What is up with that girl these

days.

Suddenly William comes into the huntsmen bedroom.

WILLIAM

I understand that you men all have

Tori on your minds. Why is she so

obsessed with finding Panbeo, well

it’s because of her father.

The Huntsmen are all in shock to know about this.

WILLIAM

Gather around gentlemen, allow me

to tell you how it all happened.

FADE TO



6.

EXT. HUNTSCONTINA ROYAL MANSION FRONT YARD DAYTIME SUNNY 10

YEARS AGO

MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 10 years ago in

Huntscontina at the Royal Mansion, 6 year old Tori Roland is

playing in the frontyard with William playing a game called

Pottington.

6 year old Tori uses her pottington stick and hit the green

ball, making it roll into the pottington pot.

WILLIAM (V.O)

It happened 10 years ago. I was

playing Pottington with young Tori,

when her father came back home from

work.

A limo DRIVES up to the front door of the mansion. 6 year

old Tori smiles and runs over to the limo. Roderick comes

out from the limo.

WILLIAM (V.O)

That little girl loves her father,

but her father never love her back.

Suddenly 2 of his BODYGUARDS come out from the front door of

the mansion and restrains 6 year old Tori. Roderick walks

into the mansion, and his 2 bodyguards puts her back onto

the ground.

6 year old Tori feels sad and upset. William walks over to 6

year old Tori and gives her her pottington stick.

FADE TO

INT. HUNTSCONTINAN ROYAL MANSION FRONT HALLWAY NIGHT TIME (6

YEARS AGO) FLASHBACK

Later Roderick comes walking through the front hallway with

William by his side.

6 year old Tori runs down the stairs with a book in her

hands.

6 YEAR OLD TORI

Daddy, I got a book here for you,

you can read me a bedtime story.

Roderick walks into the mansion’s meeting room with General

Hoo and the other SERGEANTS

(CONTINUED)
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GENERAL HOO

Tori your father is too busy with

his dictatorship to pay attention

to you now. Have William read you

that storybook.

General Hoo closes the door behind Roderick. 6 year old Tori

feels sad and her eyes start to tear up. William comes up to

her and puts his left hand onto her right shoulder.

WILLIAM (V.O)

Tori never gets attention from her

father, but I pay much more

attention to her.

6 year old Tori looks up to William with a smile on her

face.

FADE TO

INT. HUNTSCONTINAN ROYAL MANSION TORI’S ROOM 6 YEARS AGO

(FLASHBACK)

In 6 year old Tori’s room, William is sitting up by her

bedside with an open book in his hands.6 year old Tori is

laying down in her bed, hugging her stuff animal.

WILLIAM (V.O)

I’ve always been there for the

young Tori.

William closes the open book and walks out of 6 year old

Tor’s bedroom.

Tori’s mother DASOM ROLAND in her early 30’s, Asian,

beautiful, loving, caring, spiritual, quite, has long black

hair and orange eyes, walk into 6 year old Tori’s bedroom

and walk up to Tori who is laying in bed.

WILLIAM (V.O)

And there is another person who

cares about Madam Tori. And that’s

her mother Dasom Roland.

Dasom Roland walks up to 6 year old Tori who is laying in

bed. Dasom kneels down and kisses 6 year old Tori on her

forehead.

WILLIAM (V.O)

Yes, Madam Dasom loves Tori.

(CONTINUED)
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Dasom walks out of 6 year old Tori’s bedroom with a sad

quite look on her face. Dasom looks at 6 year old Tori over

her shoulder with a TEAR coming out from her eye.

FADE TO

INT. TYRELL’S AND NANCY’S HUT

Back in the present day at Tyrell and Nancy’s hut, Granny is

sitting in the middle of the couch, continuing to read the

Book of Panbeo.

ZINA

What happens next Granny?

UNCLE LOU

Did Panbeo created the Universe or

just 1 planet?

Granny kicks at Uncle Lou’s leg again while he is laying

down on the floor.

UNCLE LOU

Mom, quit it.

GRANNY

(smiles)

Yes, Panbeo also created the rest

of the Universe. And speaking of

more creations here is some more

creations from the book.

DISSOLVE TO

EXT. WILE EMPTY WASTELANDS

In the darkness of the empty wastelands of Wile, A FLASH OF

LIGHT APPEARS in the sky. Panbeo APPEARS from the flash of

light.

GRANNY (V.O)

(reading the book of Panbeo)

Panbeo appears from the light in

the sky, and look down on the dark

lands of Wile.

PANBO’S P.O.V

Panbeo sees all of the blackness of the darkend landscape.

(CONTINUED)
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PANBEO (V.O)

Oh my. I should do something about

this blackness wasteland.

RETURN TO SCENE

Panbeo raise his hands in the air, his hands SHINE with

LIGHT and he PROJECTS BEAMS OF LIGHT out of his hands down

onto the blackness landscape.

GRANNY (V.O)

(reading the book of Panbeo)

The Great Panbeo projects his

mighty light magic all over the

darkness of the empty wastelands of

Wile.

The Beams of Light from Panbeo’s hands SHINE up the

landscape, causing the light to brighten up the land. Trees,

grass, flowers and other plants GROW out of the ground.

The ground CRACKS up and causing the large crack to for into

a river and STREAMS of WATER flow down the river bend.

GRANNY (V.O)

(reading the book)

Panbeo creates lots of lands, lots

of different lands all over Wile.

Mountains GROW out of the ground over the horizon, and

CLOUDS APPEAR from behind the mountains. Oceans MAGICALLY

APPEAR near the mountains and small islands GROW out of the

water from the ocean.

GRANNY (V.O)

(reading the book)

Panbeo give these lands names and

he created them all in 1 day.

Panbeo SPRINKLES MAGICAL DUST all over the land, causing the

magical dust to fall, and GROWING an entire jungle out from

the ground. Cactus GROW out from the hot sandy ground

beside the jungle and SNOW FALLS From the mountain tops.

GRANNY (V.O)

(reading the book of Panbeo)

After creating the lands, the

oceans and the sky, Panbeo saids.

PANBEO

Let there be life.

(CONTINUED)
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Panbeo PROJECTS LIGHT out from his entire body, causing them

light to cover the land. The light FADES away, and humans

wearing dirty clothe cloths APPEAR from the light.

GRANNY (V.O)

(reading the book)

And so Panbeo did created life. The

first creatures he created are

humans.

The humans all gaze at Panbeo who is floating in the sky.

They all drop to their knees and bow to their great creator.

PANBEO

Arrise my creations. I all created

you in my image. Now that you are

created I give you all tasks to do.

Panbeo ZAPS LIGHTNING BOLTS out from his hands, hitting the

ground causing COLORFUL ANIMALS to APPEAR near the humans.

The humans looked shocked and scared.

PANBEO

Please don’t fear me. I am your

creator. I have given you life, and

a home on Wile. Now it’s time for

you to name these animals around

you, and give yourselves your own

names.

The humans are all speechless and pleased while smiling to

Panbeo.

GRANNY (V.O)

(reading the book of Panbeo)

The humans all worship Panbeo for

creating them and bringing them to

life.

PANBEO

Now my creations, I shall let you

live this life I made for me, but

only if you follow my commandments.

GRANNY (V.O)

(reading the book of Panbeo)

Panbeo uses his powers to create

certain rules for his human

creations to follow.

Panbeo raises his hands in the air, causing them to GLOW.

GIANT SLATE OF STONE GROW out from the ground. Several rules

MAGICALLY APPEAR on the giant giants of stone.

(CONTINUED)
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PANBEO

(read the rules)

Rule #1 Thou shall only warship

and obey the holy creation 1, which

is me. Rule #2 Thou shall not hurt

or harm any living thing. Rule #3

Thou shall not cheat. Rule #4 Thou

shall not lie, they must be honest

and truthful. Rule #5 No One shall

not steal things that don’t belong

to them. Rule #6 No One shall not

warship another being before me.

Rule #7 If Anyone who breaks these

rules, shall be known as non

believers and shall not warship the

being who created them.

The humans all smile and the bow down to Panbeo.

END OF ACT 1

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 2

FADE IN

INT. TYRELL’S AND NANCY’S HUT

Back in the present at Tyrell’s and Nancy’s hut, Granny

still has the Book of Panbeo opened up and Zina has a smile

on her face.

ZINA

(smile)

I like the story so far. Panny

likes it too.

GRANNY

(smiles)

Is that your imaginary friend?

ZINA

Yes it is. Please keep reading it.

Uncle Lou pushes Zina off of him and stands up from the

floor.

UNCLE LOU

While she does that, I’m going to

get a snack.

(CONTINUED)
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Uncle Lou walks over to the counter and grabs an apple and

eats it.

GRANNY

(reading the Book of Panbeo)

On the second day of Wile, Panbeo

was pleased at the progress he made

with all of the living creatures he

created.

DISSOLVE TO

EXT. FOREST LANDS OF WILE 10,000,000 YEARS AGO (FLASHBACK)

EPIC MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the Forest

Lands of Wile, all of the humans are busy working, building

huts, planting seeds, plowing fields, and picking berries

from the bushes.

Panbeo FLOATS down from the sky and HOVERS above the forest

lands.

GRANNY (V.O)

(reading the book of Panbeo)

With Panbeo pleased, here is what

he said.

PANBEO

Attention my creations.

All of the people stop working and look up to Panbeo.

PANBEO

I am very pleased with your

cooperations with my rules and your

tasks of naming the animals.

A flock of birds FLY in the air and land down onto a branch

where Panbeo is standing next to.

PANBEO

And now I shall reward you all.

Panbeo FIRES ENERGY into the air and hit the clouds.

SPARKLES come FLOATING down from the clouds. The Sparkles

TRANSFORM into colorful pewels. The humans catch these

pewels and gaze at them and wonder what to do with them.

PANBEO

These are called Pewels. These

Power jewels have a variety of

different magical abilities, you

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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PANBEO (cont’d)
can use these pewels for your own

free will and for living your

lives.

DRANDO in his 30’s, Cauasian, mature, tough, disobedient,

bossy, wise, mean and selfish, has black hair and red eyes

looks up to Panbeo.

DRANDO

Panbeo if I may speak.

PANBEO

(to Drando)

Yes. And who are you and what name

did you name yourself?

DRANDO

Drando...I named myself DRando. And

If I may, this world of Wile is so

big, that we need our people to

expand.

PANBEO

Very well Drando. I shall make you

as the next leader of a place where

you and a few people shall go to.

DRANDO

It will be my honor sir.

Drnado and some of the other peple walk out of the

forestlands and towards the horizon to go to a new place.

GRANNY (V.O)

(Reading the book of Panbeo)

The man named Drando leads himself

and few people to a new location on

Wile, to start populating Wile.

BACK TO PRESENT

Bakc in the present Uncle Lou is eating a sandwitch with

Granny, Tyrell and Nancy still sitting on the couch and Zina

still on the floor.

ZINA

Wow, I can’t believe Panbeo created

humanity and the humans start

populating Wile already.

(CONTINUED)
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TYRELL

But what about the animals?

GRANNY

Those animals Panbeo created start

to spread out through Wile. And now

back to the story.

FADE TO

INT. HUNTSCONTINAN HUNTSMEN BEDROOM

MELLOW THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC INT HE BACKGROUND.

Meanwhile back onboard the Huntscontinan warship some of the

HUNTSWOMEN with their masked off walk into the huntsmen

bedroom wondering what’s going on.

HUNTSCONTINAN HUNTSWOMAN 1

(ask)

What’s going on in here?

HUNTSCONTINAN HUNTSWOMAN 2

Totally, we got tired of hearing

Tori’s bossyness talk from the

upper deck.

HUNTSCONTINAN HUNTSMEN 1

Well then grab a chair, we are

hearing about how Tori went all

crazy and bossy.

The Maskless Huntswomen come in and set down at the table

where William is sitting at.

WILLIAM

Now back to the story.

DISSOLVE TO

INT. HUNTSCONTINAN ROYAL MANSION LIVING ROOM 6 YEARS AGO

(FLASHBACK)

MELLOW DRAMATIC CLASSICIAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 6 years

ago in the Huntscontinan royal mansion 6 year old Tori is on

the carpet in front of the fireplace playing with her dolls,

with Dasom sitting in a chair knitting.

WILLIAM (V.O)

Madam Tori does everything to get

her father’s love.

(CONTINUED)
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Roderick comes walking into the living room with a newspaper

in his hand. He sits down into a chair near the fireplace

and reads the newspaper.

6 year old Tori raises her 2 dolls up to Roderick.

6 YEAR OLD TORI

Play?

RODERICK ROLAND

(reading the newspaper)

I rather not.

6 year old Tori feels sad and walks up to Dasom and hugs

her.

FADE TO

EXT. HUNTSCONTINA ROYAL MANSION BACKYARD GARDEN 6 YEARS AGO

(FLASHBACK)

In the backyard 6 year old Tori is on the balance beam with

2 GYMNASTS are keeping an eye on her while she is on the

balance beam.

WILLIAM (V.O)

She tried to impress him with

gymnastics.

Roderick walks away from 6 year old Tori who is on the

balance beam.

FADE TO

EXT. HUNTSCONTINA ROYAL MANSION BACKYARD GARDEN 4 YEARS

LATER (FLASHBACK)

4 years later Tori is now 10 years old, who is in a martial

arts uniform who is in her fighting stances, who is standing

the middle of the mat with 6 MARTIAL ARTISTS surrounding

her.

WILLIAM (V.O)

And she even tried to do martial

arts.

10 year old Tori throws a jump spin kick at 1 of the martial

artists, knocking him to the ground. 1 of the other Martial

artists throws a punch onto 10 year old Tori, but she blocks

the attack and judo throws him onto another martial artist.

(CONTINUED)
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10 Year Old Tori throws double kicks at 1 other martial

artists, hitting them and making them fall to the ground.

The last martial artist looks worried, and then throws a

kick at 10 year old Tori, but she blocks the attack and

leaps into the air and throws a kick at him in the face,

causing him to FLY off of the mat and CRASH into the mansion

window.

Roderick walks up to the broken window inside of the mansion

and is not pleased with 10 year old Tori.

WILLIAM (V.O)

But it didn’t pleased her father.

After not being loved by her

father, Young Tori has enough.

10 year old Tori has a sad look on her face, and then makes

a mad look on her face.

FADE TO

INT. HUNTSCONTINAN CAPTIAL BUILDING MEETING ROOM 1O YEARS

AGO (FLASHBACK)

EVIL DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the meeting

room Roderick is sitting up at the end of the long meeting

table, with William standing next to him, and General Hoo

and other generals and sergents sitting at the table.

10 year old Tori kicks down the meeting room door and leaps

onto the table.

10 YEAR OLD TORI

(mad)

Why won’t you love me?

10 year old Tori walks down the long table and up to her

father.

10 YEAR OLD TORI

(mad)

I’ve tried everything to make you

love, but nothing worked. Why won’t

you love me!!!

Roderick stands up from his chair and pushes 10 year old

Tori off of the table and she SLAMS into the wall. Roderick

walks up to 10 year old Tori with a pen in his hand.

RODERICK ROLAND

(angry)

I never loved you, because you’re

not the child I want. I wanted a

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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RODERICK ROLAND (cont’d)

boy, instead I got you. So that is

why I never loved you. And this

incident of interrupting my meeting

with be your down fall.

WILLIAM (V.O)

And then soon...Roderick... Ripped

young Tori’s eye out...with his

pen.

Roderick raise his pen in the air and jabs it down onto

Tori, making him rip out her right eye off screen. Tori

SCREAMS in pain off-screen.

BACK TO PRESENT

The huntsmen and women feel sad and shocked for Tori.

HUNTSCONTINAN HUNTSMEN 3

Wow...That’s terrible.

HUNTSCONTINAN HUNTSWOMAN 3

How dare Roderick did that to Tori.

FADE TO

INT. TYRELL’S AND NANCY’S HUT

Back at Tyrell’s and Nancy’s hut, Granny is still reading

the book, with Uncle Lou sitting in a chair, Tyrell and

Nancy still sitting on the couch with Granny and Zina still

sitting on the floor.

GRANNY

(reading the Book of Panbeo )

30 years later, more of Panbeo’s

humans leave the Forestlands and to

populate Wile.

DISSOLVE TO

EXT. WEST LANDS 9999970 YEARS AGO (FLASHBACK)

Panbeo FLIES towards the West Lands to see how progress is

going there.

GRANNY (V.O)

(reading the Book of Panbeo )

Panbeo flies around Wile to see how

his people are doing in their new

homes.

(CONTINUED)
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Panbeo FLOATS above the West Lands, and look down with a

shocked look on his face. SAD DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN

THE BACKGROUND.

GRANNY (V.O)

(reading the Book of Panbeo)

Panbeo soon sees that Drando was

only using these people for his own

slavery, and treating his people

terribly.

PANBEO’S P.O.V

Panbeo sees that people are digging in the mines, looking

for gold, who are sweating and feeling tired. Some of the

people are skinny from not eating any food for days. Panbeo

looks at the palace where Drando is wearing fancy cloths

while he is sitting in his throne looking down at the other

people.

RETURN TO SCENE

Panbeo FLIES down to the palace where Drando is.

CUT TO

EXT. WEST LANDS PALACE BALCONY 9999970 YEARS AGO

Panbeo FLOATS down onto the balcony where Drando is sitting

in his throne.

PANBEO

(mad)

What is the meaning of this Drando?

DRANDO

When we got to the West Lands, we

found some shiny yellow rocks

beneath the ground, we call it

gold. We digged them up and as the

leader of these people I shall keep

it all to myself.

Panbeo walks up to the railing of the balcony and looks down

to the grounds, where the people of West Land are feeling

sick and ill.

PANBEO

Look at your people, they are

suffering and you’re not a good

leader.

(CONTINUED)
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Drando then picks up a turkey leg off of his plate and eats

it.

DRANDO

I decided to be a leader that I’m

more comfertable with. And you gave

us the power of free will.

PANBEO

But did you follow my rules that I

made?

DRANDO

I refuse to follow those rules. And

I made my own rules.

Suddenly a LOUD CRASH comes out of nowhere. Drando looks

down from the balcony and sees the barrels are knocked over.

A TIRED MAN is laying down onto the ground. Drando has a mad

look on his face and FIRES a LASER BEAM out from his pewel

at the tired man, hitting him causing him to SCREAM in pain

from being hit.

Panbeo is shocked and he gets a mad look on his face. He

turns to Drando, and picks him up by the collar of his royal

cloths.

PANBEO

(mad)

How dare you used your people for

your own greed, and you refuse to

follow my rules. There for, you are

a non believer in my world, and now

I shall punish you.

Panbeo uses his MAGIC POWERS to OPEN a PORTAL in the air.

PANBEO

This is the portal to a another

world I created. I call it the

Banished Lands, there you shall

live our your misrable life here.

DRANDO

(angry)

You’ll pay for this Panbeo. 1 day I

shall return and get my revenge on

you.

Panbeo throws Drando into the portal to the Banished Lands,

and uses his MAGIC to CLOSE the portal. The people on the

ground look up to Panbeo with speechless looks on their

faces.

(CONTINUED)
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PANBEO

You no longer need my services any

longer. I shall look down on you

from a far, and keep an eye on you

all.

Panbeo then TURNS into LIGHT and SHOOTS up into the sky.

BACK TO PRESENT

GRANNY

(reading the Book of Panbeo)

Panbeo then disappear from humanity

and from Wile, never to be seen

again.

ZINA

(smiles)

Wow. What a great story.

Tyrell has a serious look on his face and stands up from the

couch. HEROIC RISING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

TYRELL

Granny could we take that book in

our search for Panbeo.

GRANNY

Are you really serious on searching

for Panbeo?

NANCY

Looks like it.

TYRELL

If we want to stop the wrath of

Huntscontina we need Panbeo’s help.

Granny smiles and stands up from the couch. She gives Tyrell

the book of Panbeo to him.

GRANNY

If you kids are going, Uncle Lou

shall come with you.

UNCLE LOU

Do I have to come along with them?

Granny picks up her broomstick and hits it at Uncle Lou.

UNCLE LOU

OK I will go with them.

Tyrell, Nancy, and Zina smile.

(CONTINUED)
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FADE TO

INT. HUNTSCONTINAN WARSHIP HUNTSMEN BEDROOM

Back at the Huntscontinan warship, William is still telling

the huntsmen and women the story of Tori.

WILLIAM

From that incident that Dictator

Roderick did, our finist doctors

inplanted a pewel eye to replace

the eye that Tori lost.

DISSOLVE TO

INT. HUNTSCONTINAN HOSPTIAL (6 YEARS AGO) FLASHBACK

MELLOW DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The

Doctor unwraps the bandages off of 10 year old Tori’s face,

reveling her pewel eye replacing her original right eye.

Tori has a bored look on her face.

WILLIAM (V.O)

Madam Dasom was so upset about what

happened to her.

Dasom comes into the room and hugs her. A tear come down

from her eye in sadness.

WILLIAM (V.O)

And then soon...Tori and Dasom were

banished from Huntscontina, never

to be seen again.

FADE TO

EXT. HUNTSCONTINA DOCKS HUTSCONTINAN WARSHIP (6 YEARS AGO)

FLASHBACK

SERIOUS DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 10 year

old Tori has a serious look on her face while facing away

from the Huntscontinan Warship.

WILLIAM (V.O)

Roderick banished both of them, but

he allowed Tori to return on 1

condition.If she finds Panbeo and

destroy him, she shall return to

Huntscontina.

(CONTINUED)
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William come up to 10 year old Tori and puts his left hand

onto her right shoulder.

WILLIAM (V.O)

And I came along with her to search

for Panbeo.

10 year old Tori and William walk on board of the

Huntscontinan Warship.

FADE TO

INT. HUNTSCONTINAN HUNTSMEN BEDROOM (PRESENT DAY)

Back in the present day Tori walks into the huntsmen bedroom

with a serious look on her face.

TORI ROLAND

(serious)

Why is everyone in here, the

mechanics are done fixing the front

deck. LETS GO ALREADY!!!

CUT TO

EXT. HUNTSCONTINAN WARSHIP FRONT DECK NIGHT TIME

SERIOUS CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Tori is up at the

tip of the front deck with her hands behind her back looking

at the horizon.

RODERICK ROLAND (V.O)

I have 1 condition for you. You

have to search for Panbeo, out

great creator, once you found him,

you shall return home and I shall

give you my love.

TORI ROLAND

(serious)

I will father. I will find Panbeo

for you.

CUT TO
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EXT. FOREST LANDS OF WILE SMALL VILLAGE FRONT GATES MORNING

THE NEXT DAY

MELLOW MORNING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Next

day at the small village’s front gates, Tyrell, Nancy, Zina,

Shaggy and Uncle Lou are up at the front gates with their

bags on top of Shaggy.

Granny and the other villages walk up to them.

GRANNY

Got everything?

TYRELL

We shore Granny.

NANCY

We are going to miss you Granny.

Granny hugs Tyrell and Nancy. Zina comes in and hugs Granny

too.

GRANNY

(smiles)

Good luck on your journey and your

search.

Granny let goe of Nancy and Tyrell. Tyrell, Nancy, Uncle Lou

and Zina climb onto Shaggy.

Shaggy walks away fromt he small village and walk down the

path.

FADE TO BLACK


